Larry Lettuce needs your help to compose a limerick that contains a potato, fruit or vegetable or even one of the Incredible Edibles characters in it. Can you help? Ask your teacher how to write a limerick. The most important thing to remember is that the last word of the 1st, 2nd and 5th line must rhyme and the last word of the 3rd and 4th line must also rhyme.

Here’s one that Susie Strawberry has written:
**There was a young boy from west Cork,**
**He ate all his fruit with a fork,**
**He sat on a stool,**
**And felt really cool,**
**So much he thought he was in New York.**

Did you know that a limerick can be easily changed into a rap? Once you have composed your limerick, try to make it into a rap. Work in pairs where one person will perform the beat box (or backing sounds) and the other will rap the limerick. Then perform your rap in front of your class.

---

**Your Limerick**